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'Tis the Season
Thousands of people gather forcollege and pro games
every weekend—if not at the stadium, at the bar—but
you can usually find me on my couch, alone. Don't get
me wrong, I get toevery game I can,and nothing beats
watching live at thestadium. But a great couch is the
second best thing. And for me, thismight be the safest
spot. Even if it's not theTigers or the Titans playing,
I'm gonna be screaming, cussing, yelling... and probably
making my wifewish she'd married a golfer.
She's lucky I haven'tgiven in to the ESPN GamePlan.
With TiVo, I can skip through the commercials and
thus get in more game time,but I still can't fit in enough
regular games to justify the package.Plus, then I'd really
never leave the couch. I'd never have to, with up to
250 games at my fingertips ... no, she'd kill me. It's bad
enough (she says) that I make her watch 10 or 12 replays
after the game. Somedayshe'll realize the value in these
things. Until then, she claimsshe's just grateful I haven't
gotten into fantasy football.Yet.
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GET BACK-TO-FITNESS WITH OUR MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL

Free $100 Gift Card
To The Avenue Carriage Crossing
When You Join By October 1,2006
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STARTING FIVE

I
5 Greatest
Football Movies of
All Time
1. Rudy

five questions with...

Tommy West
Head Football Coach '

University of Memphis
1. Have you banned the expression "break aleg"?
Yeah, I don't ever want to hear that again. Some people takethat literally.

2. What's in yourCD player right now?
Lynyrd Skynyrd. But I listen to all kinds of music, really.More kinda in my earis
Bob Seger, Lynyrd Skynyrd... I'm kinda one of the outlaw guys. My players tryto
turn me on to stuff, but I ain't listening to that. I tell 'em,"You gotta be crazy."

3. Do you have a dream job (excluding thisone)?
Playing on the PGA tour.

4. If Phillip Fulmergot fired this year and Tennessee offered you the job,
would you take it ?
I'm at the Tennessee school I like.

5. Does Ole Miss, as an opponent, get you more fired up than SouthernMiss?
No, because really Southern Miss has been the bell cowof this conference. Southern Miss
has been a really, really good team - a bowl team. It's a bigger feather in our capto beat
them. Southern Miss isa great rival for us, even though we haven't beaten them here lately
but they kind of set thestandard in this conference. I think they've been to a bowl eight of
the last nine years.

EXTRA POINT:
What actor would playTommy West in the made-for-TV movie The Tommy
West Story i
You'd probably have to go with GeorgeClooney, but to be honest, I don't know that there
is anyone capable of doing that.

Predictable, and yet incredibly
appealing. Rudy, the movie,is the
powerhouse that Daniel "Rudy"
Ruettiger wished he could have been.
"Look at you. You're 5-foot-nothin' and
you weigh a hundred and nothin', and
with hardly a speck of athletic ability."
2. Longest Yard (original)
Yes, this movie was filmed in 1974,and
yes, it is available on DVD. No, there is
Matrix-style footage, no
overly impressive slowmo's or thumping music,
but what there is is a
great football movie. Yes,
it's the prisoners versus
the guards, and yes, Burt
Reynolds is the star.
3. Remember the Titans
Coach Boone: "We will be
perfect in every aspect of
the game. You drop a pass,
you run a mile. You miss a
blocking assignment, you
run a mile. You fumble the
football, and I will break myfoot off in
your John Brown hind parts, and then
you will run a mile. Perfection. Let's go
to work."
4. Waterboy
Turn your brain off for an hour and a half
and watch Bobby Boucher play some
"foos-ball."
5. Varsity Blues
It's high school, and what's bigger
in high school than football? Well,
maybe partying, drinking and
whipped cream, but football is
definitely way up there.

Top 5 Memphis Announcers
1. Jack Eaton - Great Caesar's Ghost, Big Jack is thetop of
the heap.
2. Paul Hartlage - We may misshearing that familiar
"Tigerrrrrrr Touchdown," but we will never forget it.
I 3. Don Poier - The voicethat told us we had arrived.
4. Lance Russell - Wrestling's voicefor over 50
years.
5. Tom Stocker -With more than 25 years on
the Memphis sports scene, this former voice of the
Redbirds is a civic treasure.

Worst 5 Football Movies
1. Last Boy Scout - Here's the opening scene: wide
receiver Billy Cole is having the gameof his life.
His bookie calls him at halftime and tells him to play
harder. Cut to the final playof the game, and Cole needs a
touchdown to win. He breaks into theopen field, pulls out
his gun and shoots hisway into the endzone. He scores (his
bookie must be ecstatic) and then he puts a bullet in his head
zone.
2. The Replacements - It's thestrike of 1987, and
the replacement quarterback falls in love with
the replacement cheerleader. Now all we need is a
3. Air Bud 2:Golden Reciever - Your kids will love it.
But they also love Barney.
4. Gus - If you haven't heard of this one,it's probably
because it's from 1976. Tim Conwayand Don Knotts
star alongside a mule that plays football. Repeat that
out loud: A MULE THAT PLAYS FOOTBALL.
5. Longest Yard (remake) - A quote from Tommy
West: "If it ain't broke,don't fix it."

Top 5 Current Memphis
Weathermen (Never To HostWrestling)
1. (tie)JimJaggers, Tim Simpson, Ron Childers,
Leon Griffin
5. JoeySulipeck

www.memphissport.net

FANTASY FOOTBALL
UT Vol Lindsey
by MIKE BULLARD photography by LEIGH ANN WILLIAMS
How much time doyou spend practicing every week?
At least 20 hours a week. We practice Monday through
Friday for two and a half hours a day, and threedays
a week, wewill do weights for an hour. Then on
Saturday, game day ofcourse, we are there three or
four hours before the game doingpep rallies and
stuff.

I

n our first issue ofMemphis Sport,we shared the basics offantasy football. As the draft approaches, it's time to decidewhich players
are going to light up the fantasy scoreboard in the upcoming season.We've ranked the top players for eachof the most important
positions, as well as included information about our three favorite formerTigers—DeAngelo Williams, Isaac Bruceand Stephen
Gostkowski.

Drafting Tips
First, standard fantasy teams consistof starters and backups.When drafting, you'll need to select enough players to fill those spots.
Typical starting rosters include one quarterback, two runningbacks, two wide receivers, one tightend, one kicker and one teamdefense.
Second, most fantasy leagues arebased on the performance of offensive,not defensive, players. Assuch, only overall team defensive
performance is tallied. Specific roster andscoring rules vary slighdy ineach individual league.
Take a look at the followingrankings and prepare to earnyourself a fantasy football championship!

What's the best way topick up a cheerleader? Be
yourself. Nothing weird.That would probably scare
them.
What's the best part of being acheerleader?
The games—the wholeatmosphere of the games.
Especially the football games and runningthrough
the "T" at the beginning. It's really exciting to look
up and see more than a hundred thousand people
cheering.
What's the worst injuryyou have had? I
broke my hand last year at our nationals
competition.
What's the worst one you have ever
seen? I saw a girl tear her ACL.And you
|
could hear it. That wasprobably the worst
for me; I got a bit queasy.But luckily, I've
never seen anything tooout of control
like necks or anything like that.
What do you predict for thefootball
team this year? I hope they do well. I
predict a winning season,but they have
a tough schedule.
Will they lose toVanderbilt ? No.
Will they lose to Memphis? No, I don't
think so.
What's your favorite college team besides
UT ? I grew upa huge Memphis fan. I
still make it back for a couple of basketball
games a year.
What's your favorite football movie?
Remember the Titans
What's your favorite realityshow? I'm a big
reality show fan. I like American Idol, The Bachelor
and The Hills.
Who did you likeon the last American
Idol? Katharine McPhee.
Who is crazier, Mel Gibson o
Cruise? Tom Cruise.

QUARTERBACK
1. Peyton Manning; Indianapolis Colts
Edge is now in Arizona. Will the elder
Manning throw 49 touchdownsagain?
2. Tom Brady; New England Patriots
Let's hope this three-time Super Bowl
Champion passes for 4,000 yards every
year.
3. Carson Palmer; Cincinnati Bengals
He's back from injury and will toss
another 30 touchdowns.
4. Matt Hasselbeck; Seattle Seahawks
Six of his games are against thefollowing
defenses; the Rams, Cardinals and 49ers.
5. Eli Manning; New York Giants
Did you know that Eli threw for more
yards than his brother last year?
6. Donovan McNabb; Philadelphia
Eagles
Before T.O. ever came to Philly, McNabb
was a top-five fantasy quarterback.
7. Marc Bulger; St. Louis Rams
How can he not do well? He'sgot Isaac
Bruce out wide!
8. Drew Bledsoe; Dallas Cowboys
Inherits T.O.'s production, as well as his
attitude.

RUNNING BACK
Tiger Tracks:
DeAngelo Williams
Williams remains behind DeShaun
Foster on the Carolina Panthers
depth chart. However,experts across
the fantasy football industryexpect
that to change duringthe season.
Carolina is a run-oriented team that
has tremendous playmakers on the
outside at wide receiver.This will
lead to many open lanes for
whichever back is toting the
rock. Furthermore, many
NFL experts predict the
Panthers will represent
the NFC in this
year's Super
Bowl. If

1. Shaun Alexander; Seattle Seahawks
28 touchdowns last year.Tremendous
offensive line. Easyschedule.
2. LaDainian Tomlinson; San Diego
Chargers
20 touchdowns last year.Arguably the
best back in the game. Runsand catches.
What else do you want?
3. LarryJohnson; Kansas City Chiefs
Scored 17 touchdowns in the final nine
games last year, and now he'sthe full-time
4. Clinton Portis; Washington Redskins
Gets 1,500 yards every year. Plus, the
offensive coordinator has big
5. Tiki Barber; New York Giants
2,300 total yards last year and part
of the fourth highest-scoring
offense as well. Good match.
6. EdgerrinJames;
Arizona Cardinals
Many experts credit Edge
for much of Peyton's
amazing production in
Indy.
7. StevenJackson; St.
Louis Rams

Do you dot your "i"with a heart ? No.

www.memphissport.net |
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Memphis Sport magazine is
distributed at local area sporting
events and area businesses.
To give MemphisSport magazine
at your sportingevent or business
email mike at
mike@mennphissport.net

Memphis Sjlort magazine is currently
available at more than a hundred
locations ineluding:

Kroger
Davis-Kidd Booksellers
Sport Clips
TJ Mulligans
Buffalo Wild Wings
Flying Saucer

High-powered offense. Marshall has
retired, and the new coordinator plans to
run the ball.
8. Ronnie Brown; Miami Dolphins
Say goodbye to Ricky Williams. Hello
full-time starter, Ronnie B.

McAlisters
Big Foot Lodge
Tiger Bookstore

For a full up-to-the-minute listof
locations, log on toour website at
www.memphissport.net
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2. Torry Holt; St. Louis Rams
Is there a more reliable receiver in the
game? 1,200 yards and 10 touchdowns is
a lock.

9. RudiJohnson; Cincinnati Bengals
Despite the tough division and schedule,
Johnson should get 1,200 yards and eight
touchdowns.

3. Chad Johnson;Cincinnati Bengals
The NFL is squeezing the life outof its
fans by limiting touchdown celebrations.

10. LaMontJordan; Oakland Raiders
Randy Moss eats up a couple of defenders,
leaving room forJordan.

4. Steve Smith; Carolina Panthers
This guy is asexplosive as the Tazmanian
Devil.

11. Cadillac Williams; Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
Started career with three consecutive 100yard games, but then got injured. Now
he's back on track.

5. Terrell Owens; Dallas Cowboys
The most-talented and hardest-working
receiver in the game. Ifhe would just shut
up...

12. Willis McGahee; Buffalo Bills
Best player on a bad team with a fairly
easy schedule. Gets theball 25 times per
game.
13. Domanick Davis; Houston Texans
New coach with an enhanced receiving
group. Look for loads of rushing and
receiving yards.

WIDE RECEIVER

Abner's
Memphis Pizza Cafe

1. Marvin Harrison; Indianapolis Colts
Someone has to catch Peyton's passes,
right?

Tiger Tracks:
Isaac Bruce
Bruce remains a valued starter for
the St. Louis Rams. During the
off-season, the Rams were forced to
release him for salary cap reasons,
but he chose to return toSt. Louis
for less money. After 12 years,Bruce
still jumps off the lineof scrimmage,
runs crisp routes and catches the
ball consistently. Alongside Torry
Holt, Bruce has put up tremendous
numbers year after year.Although
he is not the #1 receiving option on
the squad, he should continue to
produce around 750 yards and six
touchdowns per season. He's very
consistent and can be counted on as
the third receiver on your squad. On
weeks where St. Louis plays a very
soft opponent, he can be used asyour
second starting receiver.

6. Randy Moss; Oakland Raiders
Perhaps ties with Owens for first in talent,
but lacks the same work ethic.
7. Chris Chambers; MiamiDolphins
This guy is a freakathlete and now has
Daunte Culpepper tossing him the
pigskin.
8. Reggie Wayne; Indianapolis Colts
Ok, so at least twopeople have to catch
Peyton's passes.
9. Hines Ward; PittsburghSteelers
It sounds cliche, but heis the toughest
receiver in the NFL. Good at blocking
and making difficult catches.
10. Roy Williams; Detroit Lions
Another physical specimen.With Mike
Martz calling plays, you'llget serious
numbers.
11. Larry Fitzgerald; ArizonaCardinals
He's scored a touchdown in 474straight
games. Yes, that's an exaggeration.
12. Anquan Boldin; ArizonaCardinals
Elusive and very tough to bringdown.

KICKER
Tiger Tracks:

THE FIRST AND ONLY 'LOCAL' A
SPORTS STATION IN MEMPHIS

Stephen Gostkowksi
Gostkowksi has officially been
given the kicking duties and his
competition, Martin Gramatica,
has been released. Gostkowsi has
an extremely strong leg andcould
easily hamdle all the kicking duties
for the Patriots, as he did in a few
preseason games. As Memphians,
we are well aware of Gostkowksi's
talent (especially his accuracy which
was questioned primarily because
of his age). Putyour money on this
rookie to keep the startingposition
for years to come and to light up the
scoreboard for the Patriots.

1. Adam Vinatieri; Indianapolis Colts
2. Mike Vanderjagt; Dallas Cowboys
3. JasonElam; Denver Broncos
4. Shayne Graham; CincinnatiBengals
5. Josh Brown; Seattle Seahawks
6. Neil Rackers; Arizona Cardinals
7. David Akers; Philadelphia Eagles
8. John Kasay;Carolina Panthers

DEFENSE
1. Chicago Bears
2. Carolina Panthers
3. Pittsburgh Steelers
4. Baltimore Ravens
5. Tampa Bay Buccaneers
6. Seattle Seahawks

ONE SWEETPEA
Just because.

7. Indianapolis Colts

TIGHTEND

8. Dallas Cowboys

1. Antonio Gates;San Diego Chargers
2. Tony Gonzalez; Kansas City Chiefs
3. JeremyShockey; New York Giants

If you haveanyfantasyfootball questions
or would like to playin a fantasyfootball
league, email Ed ated@memphissport.net.

ONE DOZEN SWEETPEAS
Just because I mowed over
your tomato garden.

4. Todd Heap; Baltimore Ravens
5. Alge Crumpler; Atlanta Falcons
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GOLDEN TEE
by ED LANDJR. photography byMIKE BULLARD

This blast-from-the-past rivals even the most
popular home game consoles
EXHIBITION GAMES
Friday, October 13
vs.Wichita Thunder

Saturday, October 14
vs.Wichita Thunder

REGULAR SEASON
Friday October 20
vs.Youngstown Steelhounds
M/ler Lite Magnetic Schedule

Saturday, October 21
vs.Youngstown Steelhounds
Mid-South ScafjbldYouth Hockey Slick

Friday, October 27
vs. Bossier-Shreveport Mudbugs
Cellular South
Derek Landmesser Mini Bobblehead

Saturday, October 28
vs. Bossier-Shreveport Mudbugs
BourizYouth Hockey Jersey!
Retro JerseyAuction #1

Tuesday, October 31

Back in the early 1980s, arcadegames were on the rise. Kids in cornergas stations
everywhere played Kung Fu, Track & Field, Excitebike, Pole Position, Pac-Man, Galaga,
Centipede and many others. A BMXbike, a couple of candy barsand cokes, a few
quarters and your best friends—that's all you needed for the perfect two hours ofvideo
game entertainment.
As much as we might think times have changed, they really haven't. Sure, theoriginal
generation of arcade game addicts now own game consoles likeXBOX and PS2. And yes,
most enthusiasts will rave about the technological improvements made in thevideo game
industry over the past 20 years. The"hair band" generation may not be ridingaround on
bikes with pegs on the back, butwe still love life-sized arcadegames!

Case in point: Golden Tee,started in
1996 by Incredible Technologies, isan
arcade-style golf video game enjoyed
by people worldwide. It haswon
international video game awardsevery
year since its inception, and it's been
featured at the X Games, on CBS News
Sunday Morning, in Sports Illustrated
and on ESPN2's Cold Pizza.Golden
Tee tournaments are held frequentlyin
cities all over the country,with thousands
of dollars on theline for winners.The
game's popularity has increased so
much that a computer version is now
available. With courses onsands, springs,
mountains, woods, hills and gorges, there
are challenging terrains foreven the most
skilled players.
You can still love PS2 or XBOX,and you
can still kick back at home and spend
a few hours in front ofyour own TV
with your own video games.But there's
a reason thousands of people leave their
homes to get in afew rounds of Golden
Tee every weekend. No matter what kind
of technological advancements home
video games have made, there's nothing
like the full-throttle excitement ofan
authentic arcade game. Andhow else
can you be reminded of the good times
playing at gas stations asa teenager?
Playing 18 holes ofGolden Tee does cost
more than the quarter it took to playa
game of Galaxian in 1984, but it is well
worth it! See you on the course! S3

Top 5 Beginner's Lessons:

vs. Oklahoma City Blazers
Cheerstix

1. Don't be the guy who jambs his
thumb or slams the plastic screencover.

Sunday, November 5

2. Unless the greens slope issix or more
in any direction, putt firmly, not softly.

vs. Rocky Mountain Rage

3. Just outside the green, use a short
back swing and chip with a six, seven,

662.342.1755
^promotions and dates subject tochange
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4. If you want towin, resist the urge to
try trick shots on every hole.
5. Talk loads ofsmack with your
friends.
www.riverkings.com
DeSoto Civic Center . 4560 Venture Drive
Southaven, MS 38671 . 662.342.1755
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Try your hand at one of the Mid-Souths many poker venues
by ANDREW TRUNDLE

F

ew things are asure bet these
days. But one thingyou can
count on—especially in the MidSouth—is that there willalways
be a poker table open somewhere.Poker
has reigned as a popular and profitable
nationwide game since theWorld Series
of Poker World Championship was
established in 1970. But in the past few
years, the excitement for poker has been
escalating. In 2000, 512 playerscompeted
for the $1.5 million grand prize. Thisyear,
8,773 players competed for a grand prize
of $12 million. Thetotal purse for the
tournament has jumped from just over $5
million to more than $82million during
the same time span.The recent surge in
popularity of the sport has also led to a
plethora of poker programs on television
channels as dissimilar as ESPN, the Game
Show Network, Bravo and The Travel
Channel.
The Mid-South poker industry isgrowing
alongside the national fervor. Players of
all skill levels now have options beyond
hosting a weeklypoker night with friends.
Many will head for the neon-filled casinos
of Tunica County,Mississippi, just a
quick 45-minute drive from theheart
of downtown Memphis. Thesecasinos
offer both video poker anda range of
beat-the-dealer table games such as threecard, Caribbean Stud andPai Gow poker
Most of these casinos also have poker
rooms where players maycompete against
one another in severaldifferent poker
games. For these games, the casinos
provide the dealer and take a percentage
of each pot. Organized tournaments
are held throughout the week.Highly
skilled players can playwith the big dogs
in several national and international
tournaments held at the casinosin
Tunica. The World Seriesof Poker is
holding a circuitevent at Grand Casino
Tunica from September 25to October
4. Ten events will be held with buy-ins
ranging from $200 up to$5,000. Another

circuit event will be held at the casino
in January, whilethe neighboring Gold
Strike Casino will also host its World
Poker Open. These tournaments alsooffer
local players a chance to seesome top
professionals in action, either from the
stands or from across the table.
If you enjoy poker but aren't confident
enough to risk your bank account,
you have playing options aswell. Free
poker tournaments are regularly held at
many local bars. In these tournaments,
patrons compete for prizes and mayeven
qualify for championship tournaments.
A list of participating bars and their
tournament schedules may be found at
midsouthpoker.com.
The most exciting newvenue for
poker players in the Mid-South is the
League Poker Challenge. LPC began
full operations at itsEast Memphis
location on August 1. Theorganization
allows individuals to purchase monthly
memberships, which entitle members
to participate in a certain number of
tournaments that month. Aplayer
competes in the tournaments ofhis
choice, and LPC keepsstatistics on the
player's performance. Cash and other
prizes are typical rewards, and the top
45 individuals each month will play in a
$5,000 tournament. If you want to get
your friends in on it too, teams of five
may compete together to accrue points
and qualify for their own $5,000 monthly
tournament. LPC also offers free poker
classes on Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings.
Whether you're looking togain some
additional income at the tables or are
simply playing for fun, there are plenty
of places to try your hand at poker in the
Mid-South.
S3

Coming next issue:
Allie Prescott IV writes a guest column
on his experiences as a professional poker
player on the tour.

League Poker Challenge
5703 Quince Road
Memphis, Tenn. 38119
901-473-9436
www.leaguepokerchallenge.ee

POTEP

immw,

730AM

Bally's Tunica
1450 Bally's Blvd.
Tunica Resorts, Miss. 38664
800-38BALLY

„a0l£ HOG

Yorkshire
Liquors
Grand Casino Tunica
13615 Old Highway 61 North
Robinsonville, Miss. 38664
800-39-GRAND
www.grandtunica.com

Hollywood Casino Tunica
1150 Casino Strip Blvd.
Robinsonville, Miss. 38664
800-871-0711
www.hollywoodtunica.com

Horseshoe Tunica
1021 Casino Center Drive
Robinsonville, Miss. 38667
800-303-SHOE
www.horseshoe.com/tunica

Resorts Tunica Casino
1100 Casino Strip Blvd.
Tunica Resorts, Miss. 38664
662-363-7777

Sam's Town Tunica
1477 Casino Strip Resorts Blvd.
Robinsonville, Miss. 38664
800-456-0711

Sheraton Casino & Hotel
1107 Casino Center Drive
Tunica Resorts, Miss. 38664
800-391-3777
www.harrahs.com

Memphis poker p fayers rejoice! PinaCCy, you have a five action game
with reaCdeaCers, a true sports environment and a great game! We have
devefapeda non-gam6Cing game that actuaCCy means something! "Your
performance truCy matters. No more arbitrary points, no more smoke in
your eyes and no morefoCd up ta6Ces with ta6CecCoths! We have games
for the diehards and we have games for those that have famides. Our
concept is getting a fat ofnationaCattentionfrom investors and spon
sors. Here are some great amenities League Poker ChaCfange has to
offer:
. No Limit Texas HofaC <(Em Sit-N-Cjo League ChaCCenge
. IndividuaCLeague Chadenge (No Limit 'Texas NoCd'Em andOmaha)
. 5 vs. 5 'Texas JToCd <(Em Team Chadenge (Coming Soon!)
. PoodandCBeverage Service (Private Parties /Corporate <Events)
. No more wastedgas to go aCC the way to Tunica to risk,Cosing money!
Cash andVaCue prizes avaifahCe on a weekly, monthCy andyearCy 6asis!
Do Tou Tjiow Who The Pest Poker Pfayer Is?
WE DO!
Www.LeaguePokerChaCfange.com
No purchase, donation or service ever required. You must be 21 years of age to participate.

THEGREAT DEBATE

P

ete Boone and the OleMiss athletic
department took a big risk before last season
when they fired David Cutcliffe and hired
someone who had never been a head coach,
or even a coordinator for that matter, to head up the
football program. After one year with EdOrgeron at the
helm, a lot ofpeople say it was abig mistake. I disagree.
First of all, you have to give Orgeron atleast a couple
of years before you start jumping to conclusions about
his ability to be a headcoach. While last year was a
struggle, you cannot blame that on him. Hewas left
a bare cupboard by Cutcliffe, and since he coached in
the national title game, he came in very latein the off
season. This left him verylittle time to recruit before
his first year. The Rebels did nothave a quarterback
at all, and the offensive linewas woeful, leading to a
horrendous offense. Coach O addressed this by bringing
in some old friends from hisMiami days—offensive
coordinator Dan Werner and offensive line coach Art
Kehoe. Most importantly though, Orgeron and
his staff were ableto add former Tennessee
quarterback Brent Schaeffer
very good recruiting class.

o

These
additions,
along with running
back Ben Jarvis Green-Ellis,
who is now eligible aftersitting out a
year due to NCAA transfer rules, should make
a huge difference for theRebel offense. While there
are still a fewquestion marks, especially at the receiver
position, the Rebel offense will be betterand will take
some pressure off adefense that should be pretty solid,
as long as Ail-American linebacker PatrickWillis is
healthy and roaming the middle.
With the improvements the Rebels madein the off
season, it is clear that Coach Ohas them on the right
path. They should finish between 5-7 and 7-5 and could
play in a bowl game. Consideringhow well he recruited
off such a poor season last year, you have to assume that
if the team can go toa bowl, he will have an even better
year on the recruiting trails afterward.The bottom line
is that Orgeron is, and always has been, agreat recruiter
and a very gooddefensive coach. Now that he has a
coaching staff aroundhim that he is comfortable with,
he can focus on what he does best and let them take
care of the offense.Then, as he continues to increase the
talent level, the Rebels' total winswill increase as well.
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ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING!
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I know
that the talent
level at Ole Miss has
been down over the lastfew
uGreS*
years. I know that injuries have played
their part in causingtrouble for the Rebels.
But this is a team that got worse last year, not better.
Regardless of the talent level in aprogram, a well-coached
team gets better as the season progresses. Ole Miss won
exactly one SEC game last year, and that was a squeaker
at home over the always-tough Kentucky Wildcats. What
followed from that point was depressing: double-digit
losses against Auburn and Arkansas, then a 33-point loss
to LSU. The capper was a three-touchdown—THREE
TOUCHDOWN—defeat against rival MississippiState.

O^-m-

m>

- Eli Savoie

e than a few eyebrows were raised when
Ole Miss decided to replace the very steady
David Cutcliffe with high-energy livewire
Ed Orgeron. Tosay that Orgeron is the polar
opposite of Cutcliffe is like sayingthe Mississippi River
is merely damp. Orgeron has been just what many Ole
Miss fans have wanted foryears—he's upbeat, exciting and
energetic. All the time. Meanwhile, the dour DavidCutcliffe
would have had trouble sellingbotded water to a stranded
desert traveler. Yet while Ole Miss fans havegotten caught
up in the electricity ofthe Orgeron Era, one thing
has slipped their minds. Ole Misshasn't been
any better under Orgeron than they
were under Cutcliffe. In fact,
they may have gotten
worse.

Orgeron had never been a head coach before this past season,
and his inexperience showed throughout last year's campaign'
This team was worse in November than they were in
September. Coach O didn't radically improve the defense last
season; the Rebels were almost entirely reliant on 50 percent
of Patrick Willis (the other 50percent was injured), and they
were woefully short of bigplays on defense. Orgeron didnt
improve the offense last season; the Rebelsaveraged just 2.4
yards per carry and had very little passinggame to speak of,
since they never settled on a startingquarterback. And finally,
rgeron didn't improve the special teamslast season; the
kicking game was truly a joke.

901~757~2500 OFFICE
001

A 1 Q T4YT\/1T
7Ul-4ZO-riUlVlt MOBILE

2020 EXETER ROAD
GERMANTOWN, TN 38138
WWW.CRYE-LE1KE.COM

speed CAN be taug
power CAN be gain
agility CAN be learne
Whether you're a student just gettingstarted in sportsor a
professional with years of experience,Velocity Sports Per
formance gives you the training toget in the game.
At Velocity Sports Performance our training programsare
designed by world renowned speedand sports perfor
mance coach, Loren Seagrave.With state-of-the-art facili
ties, the best equipment available,and professional
coaches, we will, maximize your athletic potential.

We 11 all find out just how good Orgeron is this year. He's
^°il iS,nUr)lber one choice at quarterback, a big upgrade at
es
tai ac , a healthy Patrick Willis and new, more familiar fac
on is coaching staff. Ifhe's going to succeed, the Rebels need
to vast y improve this year. But until proven otherwise,I just
Ed Or8cron is cut out to be a head coach in the
T' S
j ' e s out his league. He isa phenomenal recruiter
ret 3
P°siti°n coach, but the man does not havewhat it
takes to be a head coach.

SPORTS PERFOj

- Peter Edmiston

901.756.7116 . 7750Trinity
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ALL-STARS
The Memphis SportAll-Stars sponsored by Velocity
Sports Performance feature only thebest in area
athletics. From the pitching mound tothe endzone and
from the fairway to the ice rink, the Memphis SportAllStars are always lookingfor a few new faces to highlight
each issue. If you have an achievmentworth noting or
know someone who has, e-mail your accomplishments
along with a photo to allstars@memphissport.net and
you just may see your face here inan upcoming issue.

Paying Homage To The Greats

S

cheduled to host the 2009
and 2010 regional brackets of
the NCAA tournament, the
FedExForum is considered one
of the best basketball facilities
in the country. Unfortunately, the bad
service, high prices and "Garage Gate"
scandal have all resulted in biting criticism
toward the operators of the two-year-old,
$250-million-dollar multipurpose arena.

The only good thingto come from the
parking garage fiasco is an amusing
cartoon video on youtube.com ofMayor
Herenton singing, "I built it myway."
While you're on the site,search "Rudy
Gay" to view some funnypreviews of
what is to come for theGrizzlies this fall.
The FedExForum is currently in need of
some good publicity. The recent lowering
of botded water prices from $4 to $3does
not impress the average fan.There is just
something about a we-are-not-rippingyou-off-as-much-anymore announcement
that does more harm than good. A bottle
of water should never cost more than
a gallon of gas. Nevertheless,everyone
has ideas about how to improve the
experience at FedExForum.

But, the first thing thefolks at the Forum heed to address is what
they hang from the ceiling.The Grizzlies could instantly help
their image with one classy move thatwould cost the team zero
dollars: let the retired Memphis Tiger jerseys hangall the time.
One of the problems with the Forum is that sometimes it is
hard to tell that the Grizzlies share their home with the Tigers.
Even when you get a souvenir drinkwhile watching the Tigers
dominate a Conference USA team, thecup has the Grizz logo
on it. Since the Tigersmoved to the Forum from the Bass Pro
Shop, the retired jerseys of legendary former players only get
displayed during University ofMemphis home games. A banner
honoring the late,great Don Poier hangs from the rafters during
all Grizzlies games, Tiger games,graduations, concerts, boxing
matches, monster truck shows and AmericanIdol auditions. It
is a true sign of reverence to a man who was invaluable to the
Grizzlies organization. The Grizz should show similar respect to
their adopted basketball heritage by doing more than just wearing
Memphis Pros jerseys three times a year.
There is plenty ofspace atop the Forum to always honor Win
Wilfong, John Gunn,Larry Finch, Ronnie Robinson, Keith Lee,
Elliot Perry, Anfernee Hardaway and Forest Arnold. Each of
the eight former Tigers played a vital role in making Memphis
the basketball town it is today. The least the Grizzlies could do is
allow their jerseys to hang high all yearlong. Once that happens,
the Grizzlies should consider gettinga Pouncer video game in the
FedEx Time Center. M

Sure, the sound at games does not have
to be quite so loud. Maybe there should
be a different security method that does
not make some fans lift up theirshirts
when entering the building.Or, maybe
someone could organize a Pau Gasol chia
pet giveaway night.
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ROBBIE GREENWELL

AINSLEY AYRES

U OF M GOLFER

MIDFIELDER, HUTCHISON VARSITY LACROSSE
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TYLER DAILEY

ELLEN DENNIS

PITCHER, GOOSES GAMERS

DEFENDER, HUTCHISON VARSITY SOCCER
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ALL-STARS

The Memphis Sport All-Stars areproudly sponsored
by Velocity Sports Performance.Velocity offers the
most proven speed, power and agility programs
available, training over1000 athletes a day.All coaches
have a Human Performance relateddegree. Velocity
specializes in semi-private, smallgroup training in the
only world class, climate controlledfacility in the area
- no matter what yourage, gender, skill level,athletic or
fitness goals.
Call 901.756.7116, mention the MemphisSport AllStars and get a FREE trainingsession.
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MEMPHIS
TIGERS
The University of Memphis opens the season with
| a ton of questions. Will Martin Hankins be able to
handle the passing attack and,more importantly,
stay healthy? Will the offensive line also known
as the "Pit Crew" be able to make room forJoseph
f. Doss to run wild against the opposition? Will the
Tigers' defense be able to stop the very underrated
quarterbacks from Conference USA? The Tigers are
returning 16 startersfrom last year, with the most notable
missing starter being DeAngeloWilliams. The Tigerswill be playing
with a chip on their shoulder. They want to prove that there is life A.D.
(After DeAngelo).
1
1 f
I jf'|
life. I
\

most college football fansare planning for theseason-opening kickoff. Season ticketsare purchased. Road trips are being
mapped out. Fans ofall ages are buyingeverything from shirtsand hats to lessconventional (but equally necessary)
cowbells and carflags. And lest we forget the ever-faithful alumnigroups gathering in their various war rooms (or pubs,
to you and me) todeliberate every possiblescenario of whatcourse their team's season could take.
The annual soap operaof college football is upon us and thereare many questions awaitinganswers. Can the
Tennessee Volunteers awake from the nightmareof last season and return to a bowl, or even aBCS game? Will the
Vanderbilt Commodores build on the foundation they created last year,or will they realize that they return to the
cellar of theSoutheastern Conference?

Junior quarterback Martin Hankins is slated tostart this season undet
center. Hankins joined the Tigerslast fall, but was not allowed to
practice because of NCAA transfer rules. He'll have the luxury of
throwing to a very good group of receivers. Lastseason's leading
receiver Ryan Scott returns for his seniorseason and Mario
Pratcher returns to the team after being injured last year. True
freshmen Duke Calhoun and Dave Thomas III willvie for playing
time this fall.

The Auburn Tigers would liketo be the bride this year andplay for the NationalChampionship instead
of being the bridesmaid left out of thetitle game, as in pastseasons. The Ole Miss Rebels are curious
to know if the one time Volunteer quarterback Brent Schaeffer can lead theteam to the SEC
Championship Game.
We've made our predictionsfor some ofour favorite teams,from the best up-and-coming
players all the way to the ones we'd like to count on but might let us down. Redskins
veteran and NFL MVPJoe Theismann weighs in with his own predictions, as well as
insight on what's changed about NFL football in the last two decades.

^

SEC Projected
Standings
SECEAST
1. Florida -10-2 Overall, 7-1 Conference
2. Tennessee -10-2 Overall, 6-2 Conference
3. Georgia -9-3 Overall, 5-3Conference
4. S.Carolina -9-3 Overall, 5-3Conference
5. Kentucky -4-8 Overall, 1-7 Conference
6. Vanjjerbilt -3-9 Overall, 0-8 Conference

SEC WEST

C-USA Projected
Standings
C-USA EAST
1. Memphis -9-3 Overall, 7-1 Conference
2. UCF -8-4 Overall, 6-2Conference
3. Southern Miss- 5-7 Overall, 4-4Conference
4. Marshall -5-7 Overall, 3-5 Conference
5. UAB - 3-9 Overall, 2-6 Conference
6. East Carolina- 2-10 Overall, 2-6 Conference

C-USA WEST

1. Auburn -11-0 Overall, 8-0 Conference
2. LSU -9-3 Overall, 5-3Conference
3. Alabama - 8-4 Overall, 5-3 Conference
4. Arkansas- 6-6 Overall, 3-5 Conference
5. Miss State- 5-8 Overall, 2-6 Conference
6. Ole Miss- 5-8 Overall, 2-6 Conference

1. Tulsa -9-3 Overall, 7-1Conference
2. UTEP -8-4 Overall, 6-2Conference
3. Houston -7-5 Overall, 5-3 Conference
4. SMU- 7-5 Overall, 4-4Conference
5. Tulane -2-10 Overall, 1-7 Conference
6. Rice -1-11 Overall, 1-7 Conference

SEC Championship Game

C-USA Championship Game

Auburn over Florida
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To complement the passinggame, Joseph Doss, a junior running
back from Memphis Melrose High, will lead the groundgame. Doss
scored two touchdowns last season and is the team's leading returning
rusher, with 465 yards."Joseph Doss is a chain mover and does not
have the explosiveness of a DeAngelo Williams," stated Coach West.
The "Pit Crew" hadan off- year last year.The offensive line allowed
nine quarterback sacks in 2005and was third in the nation in sacks
allowed. This unit will be lead by senior center Stephen Schuh.This
is not the biggest offensive line in the country, but they have proven
they deserve to be considered one of the best.

Senior Ail-American candidate free safetyand three-time C-USA
first team Wesley Smith will spearhead the defensivecoverage this
season along with Brandon McDonald who led the Tigerswith three
interceptions last year. The defensewill be put to the test every week
this season. "Thesecondary is another position where we haveto be
stronger," said Coach West. "Wehave a lot of talent there,but we have to be
more consistent in defending receivers." C-USA hasa good and very underrated
group of qualityquarterbacks. Freshmen Coderick Govan and Winston Bowens
rill add quality to the linebacker's group.

JOE SAYS: 'I like this program and I really like what
Tommy [West] is doing over there. I've seen several of
their practices, and the young transfer quarterback [Martin
Hankins] is really, really good. The Tigers have to change
from being a one-dimensional team like they were last year
with DeAngelo and become more of a multifaceted team. I
think the Tigers are a legitimate threat to win the conference."

Memphis over UCF
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Head Coach Sylvester Croom is entering his third season with the Bulldogs.
The talent level at Mississippi State is improving, but not at the same rateas the
upper-tier SEC teams. The Bulldogs werecompetitive in most of their games
last year and will continue to be even more competitive this year. If any team
decides to overlook them, they may pick up a loss they were not expecting. This
team is one year away from competingwith the best SEC teams.

The Ole
Miss Rebels
have placed all of their
eggs in one basket. The Rebels arehoping
that the former Tennessee Volunteer and
recent College of theSequoias (junior college)
transfer Brent Schaeffer is all that heis hyped
up to be. Head Coach Ed Orgeron named
Schaeffer the startingquarterback before he
took one practice snapfrom center. Schaeffer
hopes to have an above-average GPA(good
passing attack) this season.The Rebels have very
little experience at the receiver position.Virtually
every spot will be up forgrabs this fall. Freshman
receiver Markeith Summers of Olive Branch hopes
to grab oneof the open spots.
The Rebels' startingoffense will feature two former
Memphis high school standouts: junior wide
receiver Carlos Suggs (Ridgeway) and Michael Oher
(Briarcrest).
The Rebels will geta chance to showthe nation what
to expect when they play the Universityof Memphis
on Sunday, September 3, on ESPN.

JOE SAYS: "I think they II
be a better team. They're
continuing to improve, as
all good teams must do.
Plus anytime you have a
quarterback who's been
in a big-time program
with game experience, you
have a chance to be
really good."

JOE SAYS: "What Coach Croom has done down
in Starkville has been great so far. I expect the
Bulldogs will be a better team, and they will
ruin somebody 's season. It's also nice that people
are starting to talk about how good a coach
Sylvester Croom really is.

MISSISSIPPI STATE
BULLDOGS

1. Tennessee @
Memphis
UT could be caught
looking ahead to Georgia.

In the famous words of Elvis, "It's now or never" for Head Coach Phillip
Fulmer to return the Vols back to theelite ranks of the SEC. Unlike other
SEC teams, Tennessee has the talent to compete with every team, but did not
properly execute in the clutch moments of many games last season. Gone this
year will be the quarterbackcontroversy that has retarded the growth of the
Che offensive line will have noless than ten players that weigh in at or over 300
ounds. Erik Ainge should be better protected than an armored truck. Brad
ottam (Memphis ECS) will contributeto the successfor the Volunteers this
on the offensive line. The Vols offense ranked 101 in the nation in scoring
offense and 98 in passingefficiency; this will have to improve if the Volunteers
hope to be competitive.Coach Fulmer brings back to his staffformer Ole Miss
Head Coach David Cutcliffe to direct an offense that sputtered,at best last year.
The Tennessee defense has been theone consistent phase ofthe program. A
talented group that features noless than two deep talent at everyposition, this
unit has seven quality defensive backs thatcould play and start forany team in
the country. Jonathan Hefhey and AntwanStewart should start at thesafety
spots. The defensive line will be headed by seniortackle Justin Harrell.

"This is a huge year for Tennessee, since
last year was so disappointing. Frankly, I think
Coach Fulmer is playing for his job this year."

JOE SAYS:

2. South Carolina@ Florida
Steve Spurrier knows hisway around
Gainesville.
3. Arkansas State@ Memphis
The Indians have thisgame circled on
the calender.

Top Newcomers
1. Brent Schaeffer, QB (Ole Miss)
A solid offensiveline should allow
Schaeffer to be affective.
2. Mitch Mustain,QB (Arkansas)
He may get achance early on toshow
what he is made of.
3. Martin Hankins, QB (Memphis)
He has a talented group of receivers to
work with.

Best Tailgating
1. LSU - The Quadrangle is the best
place to start any party in theSouth
2. Alabama - If tailgating was a
religion, this would be acult.
3. Ole Miss -The Grove: If you win,
great place to party. If you lose,great
place to recover.

Best looking
cheerleaders
1. Florida - Great coordination, great
uniforms, great tans, etc.
2. Ole Miss - Great distraction when the
on the field is not up to par.
3. Memphis - This squad tries very hard
to match the intensity on the field.
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Coach Orgeron courtesy of The University of M

;Q&A withJoe Theismann
What has changed the most in the NFLgame since you left the
league in 1985?
There are three things that stickout. First is the economicsof the
game. These days, withwhat they are paying players, teams are stuck
with malcontents, and they can't doanything about it.Second, is the
speed of the defensive linemen. Actually, speed ingeneral, but the
speed of these bigdefensive linemen is incredible. Third, the rules
have been modified to perpetuate throwing the football. With the
new rules regarding hand-checkingof receivers and what defines the
pocket, if you're aquarterback and you can't complete 60 percent of
your passes, you should turn overyour quarterback card.

ARKANSAS
RAZORBACKS
Head Cbach Houston Nutt knows
the importance of returning the Razorback
program back to a respectable place. With
that in mind, Coach Nutt will not have a
problem replacing projected starter Casey
Dick with the 2005 USA Today National
Player of the Year Mitch Mustain. Arkansas
has 10 starters back on offense and nine back
on defense. The Razorbacks are everyone's
dark horse and are slated to be thesurprise
team in the conference this year.

COST
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How much
does each
win cost
your
school?

,EAS°*

$1\5,0

7
WEST

$200,0
10
$210,0'

$200,0

ToM>lV
O'LEA**

What kind ofcareer would youhave had if you'd
decided to playshortstop for the Minnesota Twins
when you were drafted in 1971?
I'm somewhat of a confident person, so I think I'd have
had a shot at makingit to the bigs. I had a strong arm
and could run. Granted, Iwasn't a power hitter, but I
had a really solid on-base percentage.
You're an avid golfer-what's your handicap?
What's the strongest part of your game?What's
the weakest part of your game ?

$36,050°°

I carry a two handicap. Thestrongest part of mygame
is driving the ball off the tee, and the weakest is putting. I
n knock the ball to within 10 feet of the flag six times
round and will invariably miss the putt.
How many games into the Monday
Night Football season willit take
before you are forced to slapTony
Kornheiser?
[Laughs] Maybe five, before I physically
throw him out of the booth. Seriously,
is what he is...and I have no
idea what that is. I don't pay
much attention to Tony's
sarcasm and, hey, I was the
victim of some of it several
years ago. The one thing
Tony will have to adjust to
is being on the other side
of the criticism,and there
will be a lot of people
gunning for him now
that he's in the box.

$38,40°-°°

The good news: Alabama
returns nine offensive starters.The bad news: this
is the same offense thatcould not score many points
against other SEC teams. Head coach MikeShula will
have to rebuild the number onescoring defense from
last season, a defense that allowed only 10.7 points per
game. Sophomore quarterback John Parker Wilson will
have a soft earlyschedule to develop a good chemistry
with a very talented crop ofreceivers.

$40,00°-°°

$60,00°°°
$65,00°-°°

$66,666-67

JOE SAYS: "I think Mike [Shula]
has done a terrific job at
J
getting Alabama back to
where their fans expect
them to be. Alabama HAS to
~
be a good team."

ALABAMA
CRIMSON TIDE

$75,000-00

$91,666,67

$296,000.00
^

PER WIN
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ell any animal expert that
you just witnessed a tiger
change into a panther,and
he'll probably look at you
like you are crazy. But in actuality,
such a transformation is currently being
watched closely by legions of footballfans
throughout Memphis.
Even though his college career is now
over, DeAngelo Williams isstill attracting
the attention of localpigskin enthusiasts.
The city's fascination with the former
University of Memphis star is the catalyst
for the rapidly growing Panthersfan
base in the Mid-South. "DeAngelo is
one of the most beloved players thiscity
has seen," says MattStark, Fox 13 sports
director. "There is so muchinterest in him
and how he is goingto perform."
D'lo supporters are excited to see him join
one of the best teams in the NFL,playing
alongside the electrifying wide receiver
Steve Smith and backingup one of the
most injury prone runningbacks in the
league, DeShaun Foster. "The Panthers
drafted DeAngelo, in part, because Foster
has a history of season-endinginjuries,"
says Pat Yasinskas, Panthers writer for
The Charlotte Observer."DeAngelo was
brought in as an insurance policyfor sure,
but some believe he could eventually be
the better player." Even ifFoster remains
healthy, Williams will playearly on for a
team that many predict will be on the field
in Miami on February 4, 2007.
At the start of trainingcamp, Williams
joined three other players on the Carolina
roster with roots in the Memphis area.
A former hometown player for the
University of Memphis, cornerback

Reggie Howard is returning this season
to the Panthers, where he playedduring
2000-2004 before spending the last two
seasons with the Miami Dolphins.The
29-year-old is expected to comeoff the
bench and play as much as ifhe was a
starter. "Howard will play a lot this season
in passing situations," saysYasinskas.
"The team was happy to bring him back;
he already knows thesystem better than

No other team in the NFL has more of a
Memphis connection than the Panthers.
Memphis native and former Alabama
player Kindal Moorehead and former
University of Memphis player Tony
Brown both entered pre-season play,
battling for a spotat defensive tackle.
"The Panthers have a considerably
deep defensive line," saysYasinskas.
"Moorehead has the better chance, of the
two, to see productive minutes. Ifeither
ends up getting cut, it will bebecause
there are just so many talentedplayers on
this Panthers team."
While no other team in theNFL has
more of a Memphisconnection than
the Panthers, the local fanswould have
followed Williams to whatever team
drafted him. In a classiccase of irony,
Memphians will now be rootingfor one
of the 1993 NFL expansion teams. The
Tennessee Titans may have missed their
last chance to make Memphis atrue
Titans town. If theTitans had made some
moves and drafted Williams, theywould
have instantly acquired the number of
Memphis fans they have been tryingto
recruit since the former Oilersannounced
they were moving from Houston to
Nashville. "People around town always
stop and ask me aboutDeAngelo, never
about the Titans," saysStark. "I have
already seen countless individualsin the
city wearing #34 jerseys."
University of Memphisstudent Zach
Lyons is one of the many new Panthers
fanatics. "I have the draft dayhat and team
bandana already," says Lyons."I plan on
getting the shower curtain and probably
some other Panthers stuff."After the draft,
Lyons founded "Carolina Crunk:a NFL

by KEVIN CERRITO photography courtesy THE CAROLINA PANTHERS
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Fan Club for DeAngelo" on the popular
social networking website facebook.com.
Already with more than 240 members,
including Williams himself, the club's
goal is to be a central hub for information
about Williams and his professional
career. Besides startingthe unofficial fan
club, Lyons is also credited with creating
a drink that is sure tocatch on with
Panthers fans everywhere. Appropriately
called "Carolina Crunk," theadult

beverage includes only twoingredients:
Taco Bell's Mountain Dew Baja Blast
and tequila. "You can't compare Carolina
Crunk to any other drink,"Lyons proudly
explains. "The ingredients blend really
well together. It may sometimes be
inconvenient to go to Taco Bell to get the
Baja Blast, but it is worth it. The Carolina
Crunk's color and taste make it the perfect
way to show support for DeAngelo and
the Panthers."
As good as the situation is in Carolina for
Williams, it's perhaps even better for the
Memphis television viewing audience.
If an AFC squad haddrafted Williams,
News Channel 3 would have been forced
to choose between airing theTitans or the
Panthers on Sundays.With the former
#20 going to the NFC, fans ofboth teams
do not have to worryabout missing any
of the action."Fox 13 is thrilled that
DeAngelo is playing forthe Panthers,"
says Stark. "It isexciting to seehim go to
a great team and for that team tobe in
the NFC, which we airon Sundays. The
Fox network allows us to show thegame
we think has the most interest in the area.
More weeks than not, that gamewill be
the Panthers."
The best home game on the schedule |
looks to be the Week10 Monday Night
Football contest against the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, the team that Carolina fans
consider their biggest rival. Three notable
Panthers away games near the Bluff City
are October 22 at Cincinnati, December
24 at Atlanta and December31 at New
Orleans. S3

THE INTERVIEW

The Tiger x*

.^MIKEBULLA®

The Memphis Tigers quarterbacks dish on who's
better, who's smarter and who gets all the ladies

Jason Jones: You three faceda similar situation in 2005. You were all spectators for
at least a good portion of the season, ifnot all of it. Patrick, that had to be hardest
on you, seeing ashow you had been herefor three years and had finally gotten your
shot, only to godown with a broken leg three plays into the '05opener versus Ole
Miss. How hard was it toget up off the mat and start back to square one thisyear?

Will Hudgens: It had to be a lot worse for Pat. He'd been here three years. I can't
imagine waiting that long for myshot and just having it taken away like that, in an
instant. I'd only been here a yearand had a lot of time left.It did help having Patrick
limping around with me, though.Having someone to go through it with you always
makes it easier.

JJ: Martin, you weren't hurt, but yousat out last year, too, after transferring.
Martin Hankins: Yeah, and it wasdifferent for me, not being on the field. You practice
and work hard to improve, but youcan't get on the field. And it makes it even tougher
when you see two guys godown like that and realize that that could have been your shot
to be out there to help out.I mean, we were in a real tight situation and I could have
helped. It was hard not beihg able to.
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JJ: The Tigers seem to have trouble with
UAB. How frustrating is that ?And
Pat, with youbeing from Alabama, is
it particularly troubling foryou when
you're back home?
Byrne: Yeah, I hate UAB. Andits more
than just football. I remember last year,
[the U of M mens basketball team] was
undefeated in the conference; we were
getting beat down there, and I was just
furious. We were ranked in the top five
and I just lost it. I took allof my anger out
on this poor stool Iwas sitting on—took
it outside and smashed it against the
wall. Football-wise, it seemslike they play
their best game against us, andwe always
play sub-par. Every year.I never had any
problem with them growing up, and they
recruited me. But when I got here—since
I know we can beat them but just can't
seem to—it's made it that much worse.

Alright, off with the gloves—which
one of you has the best arm?

Byrne: That's a tough question right there.I mean, our offense
isn't too complicated. It really letsyou play the game instinctively
without having to think too much. That said,I've probably got
the highest.
Hudgens: Well, that's not a fair questionfor them. I mean, in
terms of football,of course, right now, Patrick's IQis higher in
our offense, because he's been here the longest.But in three years,
mine will be higher than his is, because that'sjust the type of
person I am. I mean,I'm pretty smart.

Hankins: My CD player is broken, actually.
JJ: Alright, what's in youreight-track, Martin?
Hankins: Nickelback is what I was listeningto when my CD
player broke. I was on myway back here from Hattiesburg. I had
to drive all the way backwith no music. Or windshield wipers.

JJ: What did you guysdo this

Hudgens: What we listen to most in our house is actually Huey
Lewis & the News, Elvisand Johnny Cash.Huey Lewis—man,
:s are total losers.

Hudgens: We all stayed here. Pat went on vacation for a little bit
right after graduation. I stayed here and worked hard.

JJ: Playstation?

Hankins: Stayed here and beat Patrick in [Playstation] FIFA
soccer. And worked hard.
Byrne: I worked at St.Jude as an ir
kinda...

a. I had a real job. They just

Hudgens: Hey, wait a minute, dude—Martin and I umpired.We
didn't get paid as much, but that doesn't mean we didn't work
hard.

Byrne/Hankins: Will.

JJ: None of you could find a goodcar dealership job this
summer?

Hudgens: (Silent, smiling, raising his
hand).

Byrne: I tried, but they're pretty hard to find. Especially ones that
pay like they do at Oklahoma.

JJ: Who has the highest football IQ?

Hudgens: The Ferrari dealership called me,but I didn't think it
would be a good idea.

Hudgens: Me.
Byrne: (Breaking out intolaughter).

JJ: What's in youriPod?

Hankins: Well, as competitive as weall
are... (laughing)... I mean, weall wanna
think we're the smartest.

Hankins: IPod? My phone has some music in it. Don't have ai
iPod.
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JJ: Alright, what's in your CD player?

Hudgens: Just answer thequestion. Do
you play four quarters?
Hankins: The real rules are that ifyou're
up by 21, the game isover.
Hudgens: I'm a football player. I playfour
quarters, Martin. I don't give up.
Byrne: I play four quarters.
Hudgens: See?
Byrne: But, they don't play me, because
Wesley Smith is our impact player and I
intercept every pass they throw.

Byrne: NCAA Football 2007.

JJ: So you alwaysplay with the Tigers?

Hankins: FIFA 2006.

Byrne: Yeah.

Hudgens: Man, Martin always getsBrazil and thinks he's sogreat.

Hudgens: Pat gets so frustrated with that
game. I'll be in my room and I'll hear
him yelling, "No!That's not interference!
That's not interference!" It's awesome.

Hankins: I've got a new teamfor you—France.
JJ: So, Pat's the only one that plays football?
Byrne: They know I'lldrill 'em, so they just stopped playing.

Any superstitions or game-day

Hudgens: I suck at that game.

rituals?

Hankins: Even I smacked Will.
Hudgens: He was beating me 21-0,and I came back and
hammered him 48-21.

Byrne: A lot of mine iswith the stuff I
wear. The shirt I wear under mypads, my
socks, the order I put stuffon.

Hankins: If we played by the rules, I'd beatyou. There's a 21-point
mercy rule.

Hudgens: Yeah, right pant leggoes on
first.

Hudgens: Dude, do you playfour quarters in football?

Hankins: When we lose, I change itand
try to find a new routine. One that, you
know, works.

Hankins: In the game, there's—
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THE INTERVIEW
Any reality TV you guys will admit
to watching?
Hudgens: Zhe Hills, Laguna Beach,
Surreal Life.
Hankins: Anything on MTV— Real
World/Road Rules Challenge.

Hudgens: What the—this isCarrabba's! This is Italian we're
talking here. The wine, thebread.
Hankins: Hold on, hold on.What did I tell you! There's a
difference. You're not a girl,or you'd know what I'm talking about.

Hudgens: We don't go to movies, usually, since we have a theater
in our house. We just watch them there. One ofour roommates,
Brandon, has like, 500 DVDs. But usually,we just fast-forward to
a certain part and just watch it 15 times.
Hankins: Who does th:

Who wins a

Hudgens: Laguna Beach is myfavorite.
Man, I was so pissedwhen [Lauren] stayed
with Jason and didn't goto Paris. I'm
getting them to watch it now,too.

Hudgens: It's just like I told you—there are tiers. I'mgoing to
Carrabba's and Martin's feeding them burgers.

Batman?

Hankins: But you know, if the girl is a keeper, you take her to
Carrabba's or somewherelike that. But, if it's agirl... umm ...

Hankins: B;
the little flyi

Hankins: We watch The Contender.

Byrne: Dude—you just completely ruined yourself.

Byrne: Yeah, that's a goodshow. Is that a
reality show, though?

Hudgens: You gotta give them the "Perkins test." First date,you
take 'em to Perkins. And if theydon't like Perkins, they're out.
JJ: What if you're the one doing thecooking?

Hudgens: I only watch it when they're
auditioning so I can make fun ofthem.

Byrne: I don't cook, but ifI did, maybe some green beans, steak
and twice-baked potatoes ?

JJ: What's the funniest <
you on the field?

Byrne: Naw. All that and some type of little dessert. Pretty simple.

Byrne: One time, I shanked a kickoffout of bounds, and when I
was coming off the field, Coach Westsaid some pretty scarystuff
to me. I can't repeat itall. But it wasn't good.

Hankins: I didn't miss an episode. Iliked
Katharine. She was the hottest.I thought
she should have won.
JJ: Who's the ladies' man?
Hudgens: Well, it dependson what you
mean by that. There are different tiers
of ladies, I think. I'm on the first tier.
Patrick's on the second and Martin—well,
he's just somewhere down there fishing
out of the bottom of the pond. I mean,
what's a catfish eat ? Anythingit can get its
hands on? You're a catfish, Martin.
Hankins: Man, let's getoff this subject—
like, quick.

When's the last time any of you took

Hankins: You gotta like the chicken.Marinate the chicken all day.
Throw some green beans in there. Somecorn or broccoli. I'm a big
macaroni and cheese guy.

JJ: Not the powdered kind though,surely.
Hankins: No, no—the cheesy kind.
Hudgens: Man, I'm makingsome fish, some si
Hankins: Dude, whatever. He gets hismom t(
over there and picks it up.

Hudgens: My girlfriend has beer
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JJ: Is falling on afumble the least fun thingyou can do on a
football field? Justtaking into consideration what goes on at
the bottom of apile.
Hankins: Yeah. You get fingers in your noseand eyes and mouth.
They pinch you sometimes, too.
Byrne: Sometimes guys grabyour facemask and twist it. They'll do
anything.
Hudgens: I got groped at Hardin County. But that was back in
high school.

Byrne: Um, last week, I think.

Hudgens: See, look—Wang's? I take rr

Hudgens: This guy told me onetime that I better get on thebus
real fast after the game.

Hudgens: Yeah, I guess.I kept my helmet on. I wasn't scared,
though.

JJ: Eva Longoria orScarlet Johansson?

Byrne: Wang's. The oneover there on
Ridgeway is pretty nice.

thing anybody ever said

JJ: Did you?

a girl on a real date ?

JJ: What did you do?

ryptonite
Hankins: Lex Luthor could take down Sup
could, for sure.

You're Tommy West for one day. What's the
JJ: What was the last n

first thing you do ?
Hankins: Call some of his friends and get them to take me to play
those British Open courses.

Hankins: Talladega Nights. It w
hilarious.

Hudgens: Me, too. And then I'd name me thestarting
quarterback.
M

MEMPHIS MADE

By ANDRE T.JOHNSON

Photography courtesy THE TENNESSEE TITANS

A

gifted athlete from a small rural
town works his way up to a
major league roster. The rookie
heads off to trainingcamp,
makes a good impressionon the coaching
staff and general manager, earns the
respect of his teammates and is rewarded
unlimited action on the field. He is
having such an impact as anewcomer
that it's prompting sports journalists
to assemble around hislocker for postgame interviews. Every nowand then,
highlights from his peak performances are
replayed on ESPN's SportsCenter.
This is one of those feel-good stories that
have apparendy become all toofamiliar—
and thus, often times, overlooked—in
major professional sports. It's a story that,
as difficult as it may seem at times, often
takes a backseat to variousscandals that
cripple the sports landscape. Nevertheless,
it's a story that rings true toTennessee
Titans wide receiver Tyrone Calicoof
Millington.
Back in 2003, Calico wasconsidered
a "Super Sleeper" by most NFLdraft
experts. He entered the NFLand
essentially picked up where heleft off
after a successful collegiate career,in
which he earned 1st Team All-Sun Belt
Conference honors his seniorseason at
Middle Tennessee State University. As
a rookie, he saw actionin 14 progames,
caught 18 receptions for 297yards and
four touchdowns and made twostarts as
part of the Titans' triplewideout package.
Arguably his biggest highlight as a pro
came in a 25-20 win against Oakland,
during which formerTitan and current
Baltimore Raven quarterback Steve
McNair hooked up with Calico on an 11yard pass in the openingquarter. The score
came on Calico's first career reception
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Recuperating from career-halting injuries, Titan's wide receiver
Tyrone Calico looks to give back to the place where it all began

and, most importantly, set the tonefor
a rookie season so memorable that this
25-year-old Orange County, California,
native may find himself sharing it with his
grandchildren someday.
But with every breakthrough season
comes a struggle, and Calicohas endured
his share of hardshipduring his brief
time in the NFL. In fact,the previous
two seasons have been just plain rough
for the six-foot-four-inch, 223-pound,
ex-Millington High star, who was chosen
in the second round (60th pick) ofthe
2003 draft. He was sidelined for most of
the 2004 campaign with aleft-knee injury
and was placed on injured reserve at the
season's halfway point after undergoing
surgery to repair medial meniscus and
anterior cruciate ligaments. And justlast
season, he played sparingly forTennessee
and missed three consecutive games the
second half of theseason for a Titan
squad that limped to a4-12 mark and
placed next-to-last in the AFC South.
This year, however, the Titans—with Rose
Bowl champion Vince Youngexpected to
fill the void left by McNair—are hopingto
erase the memory of last season'sfree fall.
Calico certainly wants to beapart of it,
despite being hampered with injuriesfor
most the Titans' trainingcamp. "I haveto
make the most of itand let the chips falls
where they may," Calico says. "[Training
camp] has its ups and downs, but I have to
take care of my body.The team is pretty
good, and Vince isdoing pretty good
learning the offense."
Given that it's been a whilesince he's
performed like a player in mid-season
form, Calico says hewas frustrated that
he couldn't contribute on the field for a
team whose veteran coachJeff Fisher will
likely be under the radar this year. On the
flip side, he says closefriends with whom

he grew up, his fatherJesse and former
high school coaches were amongthose
who helped him stay in high spirits. "It
bothered me a lot not feelinghealthy," he
says. "They said, 'Man, justkeep working.
You can't control injuries.Just keep
working and praying andgrinding it out.'"
Still, Calico, who's in the home stretch of
a four-year contract, expects toremain a
Titan this year. However, the possibility
exists that he could be auditioningfor
other teams. "It's possible,"he says. "I
think every pre-season is anaudition.
You never know. But I expect to be[in a
Titans uniform]."
In addition, he expects tokeep close ties to
the city of Millington, regardless of where
he's playing this year orhow much action
he's seeing. He recendygave $10,000—his
biggest donation to his alma matersince
he entered the NFL—to the Millington
High football team to help cover expenses
for new Nike equipment."I know back
when I was there, you couldget Nikes, but
you only got onepair," Calico says."That's
something I wanted to do for the school."
Calico wants to host a local 3-on-3
basketball camp next summer, and
he plans to start a life center for
underprivileged kids, particularly abused
raped victim, either in the Memphisor
Nashville area. He says givingback to his
hometown and the surrounding areas
helps ease the pain ofmissing out onso
much NFL action in recent years."That's
where I'm from, and that's part of my
foundation," he says.
One thing isfor certain: for the city
of Millington, Calico isstill a peak
performer. S3
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CENTRE

• EAST MEMPHIS
Sanderlin Center • 5101 Sanderlin

• CORDOVA
Ballet Memphis Studio • 7950 Trinity

BA^LETw

• MIDTOWN/DOWNTOWN
Hope & Healing Center 1115 Union

901.761.0214 • balletmemphis.org
Toyos
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KRAVMABA

OFFICIAL TRAINING CENTER

Fitness For Men & Women

Wolf Chase: 7193 Hwy. 64 - Stage Rd.(1 Bik. w. of Appling)
Mid-Town: 2873 Poplar Ave. (Chickasaw Crossing - Just down from Grisanti'sRest.)

www.MidSouthKravMaga.com ( 9 0 1 ) 2 1 3 - 0 9 3 3
No Exnerience Reouired!• It's Like Hauina Your Own PersonalTrainer!

CUSTOM FRAMING SAVINGS I I DECORATIVE ART SAVINGS
CORDOVA
465Germantown Plcwy. Ste 107
901.753.3808

PARAGON PLACE@POPLAR
6300 Poplar AvenueTSuite 114
OUnion Avenue. Suite 106

SAVE

o/

—

50 50
ON YOUR ENTIRE

CUSTOM FRAMING ORDER

LEARN TO DEFEND YOURSELF - FEEL SAFER:
• Reality Based 'TRULY' No-Nonsense Self-Defense
• Ideal for Men& Women of All Ages & Shapes
• Safe & Structured Environment toTrain & Leam

Real Self Defense For Kids

GET A GREAT WORKOUT - REACH YOUR FITNESSGOALS:
• Condition,Tone and Build Your Body
• GetInto Shape - Lose Weight • & Keep it Off
• TotallyDifferent Workout - Relieve Stress

ON FRAMED PICTURES
AND FRAMED MIRRORS

PERKINS@POPLAR
496Pterltins Road Extended
901.684.1645
SOUTHAVEN TOWNE CENTER
6515Towne Center Crossing. Ste 1220
662.536.4525
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GET FIT
by ELENA JENKINS photography by MIKE BULLARD on location at thePilates Centre of Ballet Memphis and Push Pilates

MEMPHIS' SPORTS STATION
730 ESPN Radio can now be heard
throughout the entire Mid-South:

In 1926, German-bornJoseph and Clara
Pilates brought their exercise system,
originally called "Contrology," to New
York City. Their program wasdesigned
to stretch, strengthen and balance the
body. The exercise that becameknown as
"pilates" gained momentum throughout
the country, and today more than 10
million people have caught on to the
trend.
Give Me One Reason
There are so many benefits to
supplementing your fitness regime with
pilates that it's hard to know whereto
begin. Studies have proven that pilates
increases spine mobility, weight loss,
mental acuity and muscle flexibility;
it also improves muscular endurance,
posture, tennis serve velocity,bone
density and body awareness.
The purpose of body awarenessis to
make sure you are constantlyin optimal
postural alignment, thus there is a large
focus on strengthening the gluteal and
abdominal muscles. Standing in good
alignment is challenging, but maintaining
good alignment while you move is even
more difficult. No matter what kind
of athlete you are, properalignment
will help you increase your power and
minimize your risk of injury.
Pilates also works to balance thebody
and develop muscular symmetry.Since
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such a key part of pilates is focused on
postural alignment, muscular imbalances
become more obvious as you learn how to
overcome them.
What Pilates Can Do For Your Game
Golf and Tennis—These sportsutilize
one side of the body differendy from
the other, because repetitive movements
tend to use the same sequenceof muscles
for a limited type of movement.This
muscle imbalance can impact your game,
especially golf, which relies heavilyon
good balance. Pilates works necessary
muscle groups like the obliques, rotator
cuffs, lats and other muscles in the back.
Ice hockey—Extensive proprioceptive
training, which develops the body's
awareness in space, is required. Gluteals
are required for power on the skates, for
forward movement as well as direction
changes. Strong obliquesare necessary to
create enough power to hit the puck.
Cycling—Just as for hockey, extensive
proprioceptive training is necessary.
Stabilty, balance and hip flexor flexibility
are all requirements as well.
Football—Strong gluteals, aswell as
strong legs, are needed forkicking,
running and changingdirection. Strong
shoulder stabilizers are needed to block
opponents. Twisting motionsof the torso
for sudden changes ofdirection require

»Arlington
> Bartlett
»Collierville
> Covington Pike
• Germantown
» Hernando

strong obliques and asupple spine.
Horse riding—Good postural muscles
are essential. Deep abdominal muscles
and shoulder stabilizers are needed for
good posture when riding. Gripping the
saddle takes strong gluteals, as well as
strong inner thighs. Training slow-twitch
muscles fibers to allow maintenance of
good posture throughout a long event is
also essential.
Pilates Versus Weight Training
The pilates apparatus is quite different
from conventional gym machines. Most
equipment in the gym uses pulleys, cables
or weights as resistance for strength
training. Pilates, on the other hand,uses
springs to simultaneously lengthen and
strengthen the muscles, as well as improve
joint flexibility and range of motion. Even
the pilates mat work, which traditionally
uses only the resistance of the body
itself, emphasizes lengtheningas well as
strengthening.
Contrary to a traditional weight-training
regimen, where one repeats a simple
exercise for a fewsets with multiple
repetitions, pilates does just the opposite.
Instead, the focus ison a low number of
repetitions for more complex movements.
Hence, the exercises are morelikely to
mimic a real-life movement and will
recruit a higher number of muscle groups

Quite often, athletes in weight
training are encouraged to work
each muscle group until failure,
and therefore they may not be able
to train the entire body on a given
day. In contrast, pilates worksat a
submaximum level, but works the
entire body at all times; this way,
muscle balance, symmetry andcore
stability are challenged with every
workout.

E3

• Horn Lake
• Lakeland
• Midtown
• Southaven
• Tunica County
• West Memphis

x

Stream LIVE on the worldwide web @
www.730ESPN.com

Finally, a maximum workout with
weights will leave you exhausted and
shaky. In contrast, pilatesexercise is
energizing and invigorating. Manyof
the exercises even feel like amassage
for the body!
A promising athlete will utilizepilates
as an interesting supplement toany
workout or fitness program. IS

ONE ROSE
I love you.

ONE DOZEN ROSES
Elena Jenkins, MBA, NASM-CPT,is
the director ofEvolv Pilates Personal
Training Studio at TheRacquet Club
of Memphis.

I love you but your mom
needs to stay at a hotel.
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Midsouth Orthopedic Associates

SPORTS MEDICINE 707

W
"People are not aware of partial knee replacement surgery because
when they have knee arthritis they are usually given two options either live with the pain or have the entire knee replaced."

901.465.4300
7046 Highway64 Oakland, TN

MidSouth
Orthopedic
Associates
www.midsouthorthopedics.com

DrJ Laurence F. Scliracler
H

hyperextending the joint due toa fall or a
direct blow. Strains occur when a muscle
or tendon is partially orcompletely torn.
Sprains occur when aligament is stretched
or torn. Asevere ligament sprain often is
accompanied by a loudpopping sound.

Knee injuries.

2. Cartilage tears: Cartilagetears can be
caused by either sudden movement or
long-term deterioration. A tear may pop
during movement or preventyou from
extending your leg.

All three players had off-season knee
surgeries and have been limited during
the preseason. They are not alone.The
careers of running backs CurtisMartin
and former MVP Marshall Faulk—fourth
and ninth, respectively, in career rushing
yards—could both be over because of
knee injuries.

The Oxford procedurerequires only a2 to 3inch incision.
The implant needed forthe partial kneereplacement
replaces onlythe diseased portionof the knee,allowing
a brief recovery period.Physical therapy is usually
eliminated with the partial knee replacement.

Board Certified OrthopedieSurgeon
Fellow of the American Academyof OrthopedicSurgeons
Member of theFellowship ofChristian Athletes
Member of the Christian MedicalSociety
Member of theAmerican Academy ofDisability Evaluating Physicians
Chief ofSurgery at Delta MedicalCenter, Memphis
Attended medical school at Universityof California atSan Francisco™
Served in Iraq as a traumaSurgeon, receiving an ArmyCommendation

hat do many amateur athletes
have in common with a
growing number of NFLstars,
including Miami's Dante Culpepper,
New Orleans' Deuce McAllister and
Cincinnati's Carson Palmer?

M.D., F.A.C.S.

Joint Replacement
Hips, Knees, Shoulders

Sports Medicine

Minimally Invasive Surgery

Unicondylar

Partial Knee Replacement

The Oxford Knee

But knee problems are not just for the rich
and the famous. Professional,amateur and
recreational athletes cai^injure their knees
in a large varietyof ways—so many, in
fact, that knee injuries account for nearly
15 percent of allsports injuries and nearly
50 percent of all sports-relateddoctor

Why So Common?
The knee acts as both a hinge and a shock
absorber. Therefore, high-impact activities
such as running, skiing, jumpingand
climbing can take a heavy tollon the joint,
which is structurally weak andrelatively
unprotected to begin with. Overuse,
direct blows and sudden stops, twists or
turns are the mostcommon causes of knee
injuries. Most knee injuries fall intoone of
four categories:
1. Sprains andstrains: These are often the
result of twisting the kneesideways or

3. Overuse injuries:This is exactly whatit
sounds like, the result of extensive strain
on the joint over a longperiod of time.
Overuse injuries include runner's knee,
tendonitis and Osgood-Schlatter (OS)
disease. Runner's knee occurs when a
band of tendons repeatedly rub against
the protective bone around theknee.
Tendonitis is the breakdown of shockabsorbing tendons. OS typicallyaffects
young athletes undergoinga growth spurt.
4. Osteoarthritis: Thisis the breakdown of
bone and cartilage over time, resultingin
joint pain and stiffness.

Compression: Wear compression
bandages to minimize swellingand
stabilize the joint.
Elevation: Whenever possible, elevate the
knee, preferably at least 12inches above
the heart.
If pain is severe or lasts for more than
three days, consult a physician.Severe
knee injuries may require physical therapy
and/or surgery.

Don't Let It Happen Again
There are a number ofsteps athletes can
take to minimize thechance of a knee
• Strengthen the upper and lowerleg
muscles.
• Maintain ahealthy body weight.
• Always graduallyincrease the duration
or intensity of aworkout plan.
• Always warm up andstretch before and
after exercising.

Do It the RICE Way

• Wear properly fitting shoes with arch
supports and cushioning.

Knee injuries should be treated usinga
method known as RICE.

• Avoidsudden twisting motions.

Rest: Injured joints should be restedas
much as possible for severaldays and a
less-rigorous workout or activityshould be
substituted until the injury is fullyhealed.

• Cyclists should properly align their
bicycle seat to their heightand leg length.

Ice: Apply to the joint forno longer than
20 minutes at a time,with a cloth barrier
between the ice and skin.

For more in-depth information, consult a
physician or a physical therapist. S3

• Avoid exercising on hard surfaces.

Unicompartmental Knee Replacement

Hips and Shoulders
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KIDSPORT
What have your kidslearned about sports? Memphis
Sport is lookingfor short storieslike these. The authors
must be age 15 oryounger. E-mail your stories to
kidsport@memphissport.net

BUILDING BOYS, MAKING MEN FOR OVER 50 YEARS.

Finishing in Second Place

by Garrott Graham

This year my lacrosse team was looking great at the beginningof the season.A lot of our players had never played the game before,
including me. Knowing this, our coach scheduled morepractices. My team improved and so did1.1 earned a starting middle spot on my
team, the Crusaders. Our first game began, and I scored my first goal ever in lacrosse.We lost this game to the best team in the league: the
Saints. Our next gamearrived, and we killed the team 11 to1.1 was soexcited! We kept on winning,and finally, we had another chance
to beat the Saints. At theend of the first half, we werelosing by four. Thesecond half started and wescored four quick goals. Thegame
was tied. At the end of thegame, the Saints went on a scoring spree,and they beat us 11 to 5. Our team was disappointed and ready for
another shot to beat the Saints.The season went on thesame way it had begun. We were killingeveryone! Finally, the time came for the
championship game. It was the Crusaders versus the Saints, andI was starting atdefensive middle. The gamestarted off pretty even and at
the end of the first half, my team was up by one.The second half began and no one scored in the third quarter.The fourth quarter started,
and right away my team scored one goal and their team scored two.It was tied! I had the ball and I shot it. It bounced off the goalpost,
and the other team got the ball. Itwent on like this for afew minutes, and finally someonescored. It wasn't my team. The game ended,
and the other team won by one goal.
Even though my team had lost the championship, I had benefited greatly from this season. I had learnedhow to play agreat game,
scored seven goals and had somuch fun. Coming in second place isn't always a bad thing.Some people simply won'tlose, and when they
do they become upset and to emotional about the game. At the end of theday, the most important thing isn't that you won a game; it is
that you had fun, tried your best and acted the way God wouldwant you to act. 08

In an era when boys are underperforming and disengaging from schools around the country,
the boys of PDS are excited about learning, developing critical and creative thinking skills,

PDS

T

HE KEYS TO YOUR NEW HOME
ARE JUST ONE PHONE CALL AWAY.

CRYE-LEIKE,
REALTORS*

Practice is not perfect. Perfect practice makes perfect
-Will
We're too old to play baseball; it's up to you guys to play.
- Bud
Don't play to win; play tohave fun.
-Harrisom
Second is the first loser.
-James
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In the game of tennis, youdon't have to be the biggestor the
strongest, you have to bementally tough.
- Marshall
You can't have two number ones; that makeseleven
-AJ
It's not the size of the dogin the fight; it's the size of the fight ii
the dog.
-Luke

901-757-2500 office
9OI-23O-8284 mobile

JOANNE REINHARDT
BROKER, CRS, GRI, ABR
Nx

2020 Exeter Road
Memphis, TN 38138
www.crye-leike.com
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THINGS TO DO

Sept. 9
University of
Memphis vs.
Chattanooga.
7:00 p.m. at
Liberty Bowl.
gotigersgo.com

Sept. 9
Women Run
Memphis 5K.
9:00 a.m. at
Aubudon Park.

Sept. 10
Road Race Series
1st 10K. 7:00 a.m.
at Shelby Farms.

Tennessee, 7:00
p.m. at Liberty
Bowl.
gotigersgo.com

Oct. 9
9th Annual Jack
Moore Memorial
Golf Tournament
at TPC at
Southwind.
jackmooregolf.org

Oct. 11
Memphis
Grizzlies
(preseason) vs.
Adanta Hawks.
7:00 p.m. at FedEx
Forum.
memphisgrizzlies.com

Sept. 15
Cooper-Young 4
Miler. 7:00 p.m.at
Cooper-Young.

Sept. 14-16
17th Annual
Southern Heritage
Classic at Lliberty
Bowl.
Sept. 16
Gutsy 5K. 9:00
a.m. at Audubon
Park.
memphisrunners.com

Sept. 22
Clovernook
Center for the
Blinds annual
benefit golfing
event, featuring
Phil Blackwell, at
Plantation Golf
Course.
Sept. 30
University of
Memphis vs.

Oct. 14
Memphis
Grizzlies
Detroit Pistons.
7:00 p.m. at FedEx

gotigersgo.com

Oct 27
Memphis
Riverkings
vs. BossierShreveport
Mudbugs. 7:05
p.m. at Desoto
Civic Center.
rivcrkings.com

Oct. 13
18th Annual The
Brother Mark
Sullivan Golf
Tournament at
Stonebridge Golf
Club.

Oct 31
Memphis
Riverkings vs.
Oklahoma City
Blazers. 7:05 p.m.
at Desoto Civic
Center.
riverkings.com

Oct. 21
University of
Memphis vs.
Tulsa. 7:00 p.m.at
Liberty Bowl.
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Oct. 28
Memphis
Riverkings
vs. BossierShreveport
Mudbugs. 7:05
p.m. at Desoto
Civic Center.
riverkings.com

gotigersgo.com

FOR YOUR LIFE

memphismotorsports.

memphisgrizzlies.com

Oct. 14
University of
Memphis vs.
Arkansas State.
7:00 p.m at
Liberty Bowl.

DISTINCTIVE ACCESSORIES

Oct. 28
NASCAR Busch
Series Sam's
Town 250.1:10
p.m. at Memphis
Motorsports Park,

Nov. 5
University
of Memphis
vs. Southern
Mississippi. 7:00
p.m. at Liberty
Bowl.
gotigersgo.com

T-SHIRTS AND APPAREL THAT ARE OUT OF THIS WORLD!

THE THING TO DO
Oct. 4-8

THE STANFORD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Former world #1 playersJohn McEnroe, Mats
Wilander and Jim Courier as well as 1987
Wimbledon champion Pat Cash, 1998 Australian
Open champion Petr Korda, 1986 French Open
finalist Mikael Pernfors, and former U.S. Davis
Cup stars Aaron Krickstein and Todd Martin visit
The Racquet Club of Memphis for an eight man
round-robin tournament.

AVAILABLE AT:
Tiger Bookstore
Tennessee Sports Zone
It's Gameday
All Star Sports Cards in Bartlett

Tickets for The Stanford Championships can be
purchased by visiting
www.championsseriestennis.com or by calling
901-765-4400. Individual ticketprices start at$15.
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TAILGATING
photography by LEIGH ANN WILLIAMS

IMa$
®H the (S£km]ptasa
AUGUST 4,2006
1. Shannon Matthews, Daniel King,
Robby Loyed and Kirian Hanumaiah

7. Dwight and Sandra Miller
8. Joerald Branch and Martee Meeks

2. Chris Hampton, Courtney Hampton
andjohnathan Hampton

9. Veronica and John Turnmire

3. Clarence Mitchell, Derrick Suggs and
C. Daniel Dandridge

10. Lorraine and Ricky Pitre & Lisa
Sullivan and Bod Rich

4. Ruby Wilson and son Ken Mosely

11. Caroline and David Hines

5. Kim Waddy and Temple Hager
6. Seetrail and Edmund
Mackey

r
*
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JACK S BACK

You Gotta Love It!
by JACK EATON

ask me, "Do you hateTennessee ?" My answer isno, but I hate
what they did to us.The Tigers finally got a win in 1996 and I
couldn't help myself—I had to write apoem:

Ah, college football...you gotta love it.
There are a lot of folks wholiterally count the days until that first
college football game. I'm notquite that bad—but I'm close. I'm
fortunate to have been able to broadcast some of the
most exciting gamesin Mid-South football history, and
my passion for football hasn't diedsince.

gS033SI333SIl:

My all-time favorite gamewas the 1959 game between
Ole Miss and LSU. I was the play-by-play voice of the
Rebels from 1959 until 1963; their record during that
time was pretty impressive at43-2-3. One of those two
losses was to LSU during that1959 contest. I remember
it well.

8—

iTHEOUlSLEn

It was Halloween night, but it had been raining and the
heat and humidity were almost unbearable.In fact, it was
so muggy that both coaches told their players not to field
punts because the ballwas too slippery. Neither teamdid
much that game, and an OleMiss field goal looked like it
would be enough to claima win.
But then it happened. RebelJake Gibbs was back in punt
formation. He got the ballaway and Billy Cannon, the
LSU safety, let the fall bounce.But, it fell right into his
hands and he had nochoice but to return it. Hetook off
up the sideline and,89 yards later,scored one of the biggest
touchdowns in SEC history.

football wason a roll,
Xhey were #8 in the A po

UT

Ole Miss took the kickoffon their own 20-yard line andset
out on a drive to tryto win the game.There were 10 minutt
of play left andJohnny Vaught put sophomore DougElmore
in at quarterback. TheRebels moved steadily down the field
and, with just enough timefor one last play, made it to fourthand
goal at the LSU one-yardline.
People went crazy. Elmore tookthe snap, moved to the left along
the line of scrimmageand cut back. He ran right into none other
than #20, Billy Cannon, who made the tackle. Game over.Ole
Miss lost, 7-3.

College football...you gotta love it.
I called the first game between MemphisState and Tennessee. It
was 1968, and the Vols were favored by17 points. TheTigers got
the opening kickoffand were stuffed at their own 10-yard line.
The first play was a flea-flicker that resulted in a fumble recovered
by the Vols. One play later, it was7-0, Tennessee. They used the
momentum from the turnover in the openingdrive and won the
game 24-17.
I called 11 games between the Tigers and the Vols and my record
was 0-11. The averagescore in those games was31-9. People often
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It is one of my all-time favorites.
I also will never forget the first time the Tigers beat Ole Missin
1967 at the LibertyBowl. There were two kickoff returns and a
long punt return for touchdowns in a wildly excitinggame. The
Tigers won 27-17, and I was hoarsefor a week afterward.
One of my favoritevictories took place when Ole Miss played
Tampa at Hemingway Stadium in the early 60sand, there was
no one—and I mean no one—in the stands. The night before
that game, I had previewed iton the 10 o'clock news andsaid,
"Madame Nu has a better chanceof becoming our nextSecretary
of State than Tampa hasof beating Ole Miss." The nextday in the
press box, the Tampa sportsinformation director recognized me
and said, "You wisenheimer,our players saw you make that crack
about Madame Nu, and they vowed tostuff the ball up your nose.
You are responsible for the upset that's about to take place."
Ole Miss won, 41-0.

College football...you gotta love it.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
(901) 795-7700

www.libertybowi.org

Accessible
We are a highly qualified and dedicated group of professional

Reliable

agents, specializing in sales of both new & existing
homes and land and land development.
We are proud tointroduce

Experienced
SOUTHERN SERENITY
HOMES

QJJALITY VALUE INTEGRITY

Honest
On-Target

The Premier New Home Builder inthe Mid-South.
We are Always Strivingto Deliver a Weil Built CompetitivelyPriced Home with Cutting
Edge Standard Features toSatisfy You and Your Family's Every Need.
35 years of BuildingExperience with subdivisions inArlington, Collierville & Oakland'

RONNIE LEE
28 Years Experience

481-1459

Technology

